Using Pervasive Displays to Aid Student Recall - Reflections on a Campus-Wide Trial
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ABSTRACT
University campuses are rapidly transitioning to environments that are rich in technology designed to support learning throughout the day and in diverse forms. Traditional lectures and seminars are supplemented with rich WiFi coverage, integrated learning environments, video lectures, public display networks and other innovations. Of these diverse technologies, the role and potential of public display networks in higher education is currently least understood. Indeed, most campus displays are merely used as means of information dissemination or as tools to support collaboration.

In this paper, we explore the potential of pervasive display technologies as active contributors to university teaching and learning. We describe a real-world explorative study in which campus displays we used to stimulate student recall of lecture material. Our experiences demonstrate that public displays can be leveraged to provide prompts at opportune moments and invites further research in designing memory prompts to leverage the learning potential of pervasive displays in campus settings. The insights we garnered form a solid foundation and highlight opportunities and challenges in the field.

INTRODUCTION
University campuses are increasingly embracing information technology as means to foster innovation, and to support and enhance learning [2]. Through this development, campuses are transforming from mere places of education into holistic spaces for learning and innovation. Traditional lectures and seminars are supplemented with virtual learning environments, video recording and podcasting, remote participation, clickers and automated attendance monitoring, whilst physical buildings and campuses are enhanced with a wide-range of devices and services including campus-wide WiFi coverage, IoT and pervasive displays. However, to what extent these technologies actually support and enhance learning is still poorly understood [14]. This is particularly true for pervasive displays – whilst campus deployments of such displays are not uncommon [11, 15, 21], there is little empirical evidence on the role and usefulness of pervasive displays to enhance and improve learning.

Pervasive displays have a long history as broadcast devices for advertising and other media content. More recently, researchers have begun to explore their potential in impacting cognition [1, 6]. Particularly relevant is the proposal that such displays could have a key role in memory augmentation [6] – indeed, in their first visions the use of displays as part of a broader memory augmentation architecture, the authors suggest a range of application areas including behaviour change, advertising and learning.

Memory augmentation technologies typically collect and represent cues with the intention of triggering rehearsal and recollection of past or planned events [12, 20]. A variety of studies has shown the potential of such cues in highly constrained learning tasks – e.g. in studies of word associations [22] and flashcard study [8]. However, findings from these studies do not directly translate to campus deployments of pervasive displays: limited attention has been given to peripheral cue presentation [8, 9], and the deployments under consideration have typically been single user with carefully controlled cue delivery. Pervasive displays challenge these models with multiple (potentially simultaneous [19]) users
engaging in peripheral glances of very limited duration [5, 13], and with unpredictable delays between exposure to learning material and opportunities for cue delivery.

In this paper, we contribute to this new research space by exploring the potential of pervasive displays as a memory augmentation tool for enhancing learning in campus environments. We base our considerations on our experiences of conducting a 10-week, real-world, explorative study that leveraged an established display deployment as a means of presenting memory cues associated with a set of first year undergraduate lectures with the intention of stimulating student recall of lecture material. We specifically target two questions that are fundamental to the successful use of memory cues. Firstly, we examine whether pervasive displays have the potential to reach students at opportune moments by analysing mobility patterns collected through Bluetooth sightings. Results from our analysis show that pervasive displays indeed have potential to deliver cues at relevant moments, but that scheduling needs to be carefully designed to accommodate different contexts and mobility patterns. Secondly, we examine the design of memory cues to maximise their relevance. We compare relevance assessments of teaching material by students and teachers to see to what extent cue delivery would need to be personalised – and to what extent it could simply be determined by teaching staff part of their preparation of learning materials. Besides examining these two questions, we report the technology used in our trial environment and reflect on experiences from our trial. The insights we garnered form a solid foundation and highlight opportunities and challenges in the field.

THE LANCASTER E-LEARNING MEMORY TRIAL

We conducted a 10-week trial deployment to develop an understanding of the potential of pervasive displays in supporting and enhancing learning. In this section, we summarise the context of the trial including the campus setting and displays, the technical mechanism used for delivering cues to students, and the experimental protocol followed in the trial.

Trial Environment

The trial was conducted at Lancaster University, a campus university in North West England. The university has approximately 13,115 students (9,500 undergraduates, and 3,615 postgraduates). Many live on campus, whilst others commute in for periods of the day – walking between a variety of university buildings (lecture theatres, cafes, library etc.).

One of the unique characteristics of the university campus is the presence of e-Campus [4], the world’s largest and longest-serving public display research testbed. This deployment encompasses over 65 large displays (typically around 40-50 inches) in a variety of indoor and outdoor locations across the campus including departmental buildings, student accommodation, lecture theatres and campus walkways (Figure 1). As well as serving as a research platform, the displays are in constant use as a key university signage infrastructure, showing a mix of static content such as college, department and university-wide news stories.

In addition to the e-Campus displays, the university provides a portfolio of technologies to support teaching and learning. Lectures are video recorded and archived for students to consume asynchronously, and web-based virtual learning environments (VLEs) that provide access to a wealth of services including hosting of complementary lecture materials and interactive formative and summative assessment (e.g. online quizzes). Furthermore, a cross-platform mobile phone application (iLancaster) provides a gateway to large number of university services. Students can access both lecture timetables and materials through iLancaster, and the application also provides automated attendance monitoring that determines if the student is present for compulsory lectures or labs through the phone’s detection of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) beacons deployed across campus teaching spaces.

Platform for Memory Cue Delivery

To explore the potential application of pervasive displays to aid recall of learning materials, we developed a prototype cue delivery platform to support a longitudinal experimental trial. The platform needed to be capable of delivering lecture-related material to students registered to specific courses. The developed prototype combined iLancaster, the used VLEs, the e-Campus display network, and a significantly simplified version of the Tacita display personalisation framework [7].

In order to support dynamic delivery of cues to passing students participating in the study, we extended and integrated the e-Campus, iLancaster and Tacita systems, ensuring that we would be able to detect study participants in the vicinity of the displays. Firstly, we extended the physical infrastructure, equipping all deployed screens with BLE beacons that constantly transmit the unique identifier of the co-located display. Secondly, we built upon the existing capability of iLancaster to detect BLE beacons, developing a location service, distinct from the automated attendance monitoring, that would detect beacon transmissions even whilst a phone was on standby. Upon detecting a beacon, the iLancaster location service would immediately send a request to the Tacita backend component including the unique identifier that was received as part of the beacon transmission. Finally, upon receipt of the request, the e-Campus backend then triggered an update in the content shown on the nearby display, leading the lecture-related material to be shown to students as long as Tacita continued to report proximity.

Trial Design

A 5-week pilot informed the design of our trial. Following the pilot, we conducted a 10 week within-subjects study containing two experimental blocks separated by a control block. During each experimental block, taught lectures were followed by an eight-day cue delivery period in which Tacita was used to show cues to participating students; during periods where no participating students were identified as being proximate the screens continued to show the regular schedule of content. During control blocks, no cues were delivered to displays – the screens showed only the regular schedule of content.

Students were recruited from a cohort of ~180 first year computer science undergraduates attending a weekly one-hour introductory course on programming (no additional demographics were collected), and invited to activate the Tacita
location service integration into iLancaster. Participating students incentivised with entry into a prize draw – one entry for use of the application, plus one further entry per formative assessment completed. The study was subject to institutional and project ethical approval processes, and all students were required to provide informed consent prior to participation.

At weekly intervals, students were prompted to complete a formative assessment on the previous week’s lecture content (content presented 9-10 days previously), and a short questionnaire about the actions they had taken to revise the material that week (including whether they had attended the lecture, and whether they were aware of having seen related content on the screens). The formative assessment consisted of eight short free-text questions that were scored from 0-100% by a single assessor. To enable analysis of the impact of the memory augmentation system during the experimental blocks, four of the questions covered content that was delivered through memory cues to students, while the remaining four questions covered content that was taught in the associated lecture but not delivered out through the memory augmentation system. These assessments were conducted as part of the students’ additional weekly practical classes that covered in-depth content of the previous week’s lecture.

Cue Selection
Having developed a technical means for delivering cues to students through proximate pervasive displays, we then needed a mechanism for developing salient cues that could be presented on this platform. Although recall quality is evidently influenced by the properties of the cues used, there was little in the literature that could help inform this design process. With no theory or prior experience reports to draw on, we opted for a co-design approach in which we asked ten students in each lecture to note down the four most important lecture slides and then used these as input for the development of a set of visual memory cues. Four such cues were created, each based on one of the four rated slides. The cues all followed the same visual layout, that featured a screenshot of the relevant slide inset into a photograph of the slide’s delivery within the lecture. An example of one such visual memory cue is shown in Figure 2.

EXPERIENCES AND ANALYSIS
As the first study of its kind, our trial had the potential to offer insights in three distinct areas. Firstly, on the feasibility of pervasive display infrastructure as a cue delivery platform for memory augmentation. Prior research [6] has assumed that displays could be leveraged to deliver the right type of cue at the right moment, but no trial has attempted to confirm if this could be achieved. Secondly, on the development of relevant learning cues, suitable for presentation on a public display. Finally, on the outcome itself – would our initial attempts to cue lecture content through displays have an effect on learning, and how might such effects be measured?

In this section we consider each of these areas in turn, drawing on evidence from our trial. During this process, we note that our study did not produce a noticeable uplift in the learning measured in our formative assessment.

Cue Delivery
To understand how the mobility of the students influences the potential for delivering cues, we compare the spatial distributions of memory cue delivery requests across times when
students typically spend time on campus for learning purposes (i.e. between 9am and 6pm, Monday to Friday) and times when they are more likely to be off-campus for social and recreational reasons (during evenings and weekends).

Figure 3 compares the spatial distribution of content requests between these study and leisure periods, whilst Figure 4 shows differences between weekdays and weekends. Both figures show mobility patterns to be largely predictable. Indeed, during study periods, we observe the majority of content requests at displays near lecture theatres, study areas and the library, while in off-study times the displays around student accommodation and social areas (colleges) dominate. We observe a similar trend between weekdays and weekends, with weekdays dominated by locations visited during study time, and weekends featuring spaces more likely to be visited in recreational time. Generally, we observe noticeably fewer requests during the weekends – suggesting fewer or less-mobile students during weekends, with the resulting reduced exposure to memory cues as compared to weekdays.

From this analysis we make two important observations. Firstly, both the spatial and temporal distributions of the requests suggest that cue delivery schedules can be designed to maximise the likelihood of being exposed to the cue and to minimise time to “first-exposure”, i.e. to the first sighting of the memory cue after the lecture. This is particularly important for reinforcing knowledge retention. Secondly, the results correlate well with expected activity patterns of students, suggesting that whilst personalised systems such as Tacita may be beneficial, there is still substantial potential for delivering display-based learning cues on campuses without this technology. Furthermore, cues could be tailored for the expected locations, showing content for extended periods within accommodation and leisure spaces to maximise the potential of user glancing and paying attention to the content, while displays located close to lecture areas could be used to minimise the time to first exposure and be reminded of the lecture context.

Figure 3. Comparison of locations in which content was requested during potential study time and in their free time.

Figure 4. Comparison of content requests and locations on weekends and weekdays.

Capture and Content Creation

The creation of relevant and appropriate content for the use as memory cues is a fundamental first step for memory augmentation. To determine appropriate content to serve as memory cues, we asked students in each lecture to note down the four slides that will best help you remember the overall content of the entire lecture and created a scoring of slides based on the participants’ selections. We collected a total of 337 scores over the ten week study period from a changing set of ten participants each week that resulted in 40 “most important” lecture slides (4 per lecture). These scores enabled us to perform a qualitative analysis of the kinds of content participants selected as their most important slides, and conduct a comparison against an expert opinion from a member of staff who had taught on the course.

Student ratings showed considerable diversity. Typically, slides rated as most important received only an average of 2.1 scores, i.e. only two out of ten participants selected the same slide (SD=1.25). Despite this, there were obvious trends in the kinds of content students selected: (1) slides with lists of key points to remember, such as best programming practices or guidelines for writing ‘beautiful’ code; (2) annotated code snippets with fundamental and relatively complex programming paradigms such as pointers, array manipulations and loops; and (3) explanations and citations. Content that appeared to be significantly less valued by students included slides containing images, single facts, and details regarding coursework and assessments. Students selected content equally across the entire duration of the lecture – we did not observe any tendency for participants to select memorable slides only from the beginning or end of the lecture – the summary slides were among the four highest rated slides in just two of the 10 lectures. Interestingly, the final lecture of the course (a revision lecture) triggered the highest similarities in slide scores (M=1.43, SD=0.66).

To conduct a qualitative comparison of the content selected by students with an expert opinion, we asked one of the two members of staff teaching on the course to also provide a
scoring of four slides for each lecture. The task followed the same format as the student scoring, with the staff member selecting the top four slides that they thought would best help students remember the overall content of the entire lecture. Generally, we observed that while both students and experts choose slides of the types (1, slides featuring key points) and (2, annotated code snippets), in only six cases the selection of the ‘most important’ slide overlapped with the participants’ choices (of a total of 40 rated important slides), and in only 12 cases the expert has chosen content that received at least one score by participants (of a total of 166 lecture slides that received at least one score). Whilst the types of memory cues were similar in two of the four content areas, these results show a noticeable discrepancy in the actual content and topics students believe to be both important and appropriate as memory cues compared to the expert’s opinion. We further found that the expert tended to focus on content that featured figures and images, and other content that included ‘bold’ or easy to remember quotes, e.g. “programs that aren’t tested are worse than useless” – a type of content that typically received few or no scores from students.

In contrast to the observation in the previous section that personalisation may not be necessary for delivering display-based memory cues, the variance in content ratings across students suggests that maximising the relevance of the cues would require personalising the content that is shown for each individual student. However, our results also highlight a conflict between what is considered educationally relevant, i.e. what is recommended as relevant by teaching staff, and what is considered personally relevant by the students. How to best handle this discrepancy remains an open research issue. Showing personalised content may help to catch the user’s attention more easily, whereas showing content that is deemed relevant by teaching staff may have a higher overall impact on learning performance. Another possibility would be to use personalised cues to engage the user’s attention, and then switch to a secondary cue that is educationally relevant.

**Evaluation**

To assess the impact and success of the memory augmentation system, we analysed the responses to the formative assessment of previous weeks’ content, comparing participant performance between control weeks and experimental blocks. As measure of performance, we considered a numerical rating assigned to each of the student’s responses. The scores were assigned by a member of the teaching staff and were between 0 and 100%. For the analysis, we first eliminated the set of responses from participants who only conducted a single formative assessment and were therefore only exposed to either the control or experimental blocks (25 students). We used the remaining set of responses to measure the impact on the performance of (1) the participants overall mean performance of all responses from experimental weeks to control weeks, and (2) the participants performance within experimental week comparing the four questions that were covered by the memory augmentation system, and the remaining four questions regarding content taught in the lecture but not delivered by the memory augmentation system. Our initial results show that students performed nearly identical for both experimental weeks (M=0.71, SD=0.20) and control weeks (M=0.73, SD=0.16) and did not show a significant impact on the participant’s performance. The number of students participating in the experiment decreased across the weeks, which made it impossible to consistently measure the influence of the memory cue pilot and development of student performances over a longer period of time.

Another concern for assessing the memory effect was the difficulty to isolate the effect from the memory augmentation system to additional factors that might have impacted the participant’s performance in the assessments. For example, due to the ethical guidelines we had to ensure that both the memory cues and formative assessments were of relevance to the lecture the participant was conducting and had no negative impact on their course performance. Therefore, delivered and assessed content were based on the associated lecture that a participant has visited and potentially also revised prior to conducting the study. In addition, certain participants might perform generally better in the assessment due to their greater or preexisting knowledge of the lecture content compared to other participants. Their knowledge and additional revises are factors that cannot be excluded or isolated in this experiment but have potentially a large impact on our ability to measure the success of the system.

**DISCUSSION**

**Limitations**

Evaluating cue effectiveness directly is rather challenging. In our case the cues were directly linked to the teaching process, and hence any potential effects would be moderated by differing student performance levels – and level of motivation. Secondly, whilst we were able to capture each occurrence of participants requesting personalised memory cues due to their proximity to a display, and the delivery of the corresponding memory cue through our display network, we were unable to detect whether participants have actually noticed and seen the memory cue on the display when passing by. Capturing display views on displays would have required us to equip each display with a suitable video analytics software and recognise participants on the video – a significant invasion of participants’ privacy.

We note that the memory augmentation system was designed as a supplementary system as part of an overall electronic learning environment for students. We believe that showing a significant improvement of the participants’ performance is not necessarily required. Instead, we were able to integrate the public display deployment on the university campus as part of the students’ learning experience and bring together two initially distinct systems – with a clear benefit for the student.

**Memory Cue Delivery**

While the results of our trial highlighted the potential of delivering memory cues to students, it also highlighted how difficult it is to design cues that effective in aiding learning. None of the students acknowledged seeing the cues during those weeks that they were shown, even if the sighting patterns would suggest they had seen them. This is potentially due to the content not being salient enough to attract sufficient attention from the
students. Indeed, several studies have highlighted how people tend to quickly glance at displays before turning their attention away [13, 18], suggesting that designing the cues so that users can quickly identify them during these short glances would be central to the success of cues. Another potential way to improve the effectiveness of the cues would be to design them to be interactive. Interactivity can help draw people around the display [19], and it has also been shown to have a positive impact on memory recall [1]. However, such designs are typically most effective in places where there is dedicated space for interacting with the content, which is generally not the case for campus deployments.

While we explicitly considered the relevance of content shown on the displays, our results also highlighted that relevance is likely to be highly personal even in educational context. Indeed, results of the content ratings highlighted how most students had differing views of what is important. Investigating personalised cues instead of showing the same content for all students would be another avenue worth investigation.

Learning Theories
Another interesting exploration would be to consider other types of learning theories. For example, stimulated recall [3] uses cues that shown the learning context in a bid to engage the same cognitive processes that were involved during the lecture setting. Some studies of stimulated recall have used autobiographical content, such as pictures taken by students, as the cue to stimulate later recall [10]. In our context, this approach could be translated into cues that use personal relevance, but also show the classroom context more explicitly.

Memory Augmentation in other Domains
Whilst the e-Campus platform was used to underpin this paper (as described in the Trial Environment section), there have also been a number of attempts that explored the use of public displays on university campuses and learning environments. For example, Ojala et al. [17] installed multipurpose interactive screens in varied environments within the city of Oulu, Finland, including the municipal service centre and the main library. Whilst the authors used their system to deploy a variety of sensors and services for the audience, the authors used the system to analyse the user behaviour over a three year period [16]. We believe a memory augmentation system that benefits the passers-by as introduced in our work can be used as an additional service for an audience with the ultimate goal to increasing their attention toward and engagement with the display deployment – increasing the overall value of the system. Memarovic et al. [15] investigated the design of “interacting places” that accommodate the current communication ecology of students and conducted a series of interviews. The results show that participants considered public displays as the most appropriate medium for posting and viewing news and events, similar to the kinds of content that could also be found on social media pages of communities. In a further example, Greis et al. [11] investigated viewer expectations of content moderation delays for user generated content. The authors developed and deployed a web-based application on a display located on the university campus that allowed students to tweet images to the display that were shown after a short delay introduced by the moderation process. We believe that both [15] and [11] are examples that express the potential of increasing the value of displays to viewers by delivering more relevant content – our deployment follows in this pattern by having users of the system (students) contribute to content generation to increase relevance.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper explored the potential of using pervasive displays as active contributors to teaching and learning in university environments, focusing specifically on their role and potential as memory augmentation tools. We used data collected from a 10-week trial deployment to investigate two key questions in the design of memory augments: how mobility shapes the potential of delivering cues, and how to design memory cues that are relevant.

Our analysis of mobility patterns suggest that students movements are largely predictable, and are reflective of their social and spatial context. These patterns have the potential for use in memory cue design and presentation, to tailor information based on contextual data and to ensure cue presentation schedules that maximise the potential of reaching students regularly and at sufficiently regular intervals. In terms of content design, our results highlight a large variance in content ratings across students, and discrepancy between expert and student assessments. These differences suggest a need for further investigation into the design of memory cues that remain relevant, whilst delivering pedagogic value, i.e. ensuring effectiveness in reinforcing learning. Finally, we assessed the effectiveness of memory cues during our trial deployment, highlighting several issues that reduced the impact of cues. These include insufficient granularity of location information, coupling of memory cues with learning performance, and limited attention paid to the presented cues.

We believe our trial offers some indication that pervasive displays have the potential to facilitate and enhance learning in university settings. However, we have also shown that there are several open challenges related to how to best design and deliver cues in order to maximise their impact on learning. Nevertheless, our work provides an important first step in explorations of pervasive displays as memory augmentation tools in educational contexts.
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